EQUIPMENT KIT CHECKLIST
SE3 Stereo Pair

OPERATION AND SAFETY:

PHANTOM POWER ONLY
These microphones requires phantom power to operate. They will only function with a device capable of providing phantom power.

PACKING AND STORAGE:

Improperly packed kits will result in a fine!

Unlike most Department mics, remove the SE3s from their shockmounts and insert them into their respective foam compartments (see photo).

Make certain that condenser capsules are attached to the mics. Take care not to damage the threading! Do not pack the mic without a condenser capsule attached!

Detach the shockmounts from the stereo mic adapter clip, and insert them into their foam compartments. Insert the adapter clip into its compartment as well.

Make sure to secure the case buckles correctly.

PACKING EXAMPLE:

In the event of accident or mishap with this equipment, contact the F&DM Checkout Lab Specialist immediately:
Phone (831) 459-4062 – Email fdmcheckout@ucsc.edu
In the event of medical emergency, dial 911.